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PHOTOMETRY FOCUS MHA LIGHTSTAR 205

Product LightStar 205

Each month Dr John writes about the product
that has most impressed him in his laboratory

FOCUS

Manufacturer MHA Lighting
Website www.mhalighting.co.uk
Description Low-bay luminaire

Evenly matched
This issue Photometric and Optical Testing’s technical director Dr Gareth John looks at a product that uses
pairs of acrylic rods to diffuse light

R

ecently I went to a conference were the option of using
OLEDs as a light source for general lighting was discussed.
I’ve heard this argument put forward quite a bit over
the years; the advantages of versatility, good quality of light,
diminished need for heat sinking and the high lumens per Watt
figures that are expected to be available within the next five years
were sold as advantages over LEDs and T5s.
I’m not opposed to OLED luminaires in general. Regular
readers may remember that I wrote about the a pendant sphere
from Mike Stoane Lighting late last year – a fine example
of somebody using the technology to create an aesthetically
pleasing chandelier. I think OLED has a future in decorative
lighting and other niche applications (some of you may have
seen a picture of a bathroom mirror where the OLEDs are
built into the mirror itself – a very striking application), I’m
just not convinced that in terms of metrics like lumens per
Watt, colour consistency and cost they can really compete
with LEDs when it comes to general lighting. The versatility
of OLEDs is a strong selling point, but how does that benefit
the industry when most office ceilings are based on fitting a
600 x 600mm luminaire?
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One metric where OLEDs do score very well however is glare.
Their evenness as a light source makes them very pleasing on the
eye and means that the luminaire designer isn’t faced with trying
to figure out how to spread the light from the high luminance
point source that is the LED.
I’ll digress a little here to talk about the unified glare rating
(UGR) calculations performed by lighting design programs –
basically, these are not necessarily to be trusted when looking at
an array of bare LEDs. The program calculates the UGR values
based on the luminous intensity and shape and depth of the

“The consequences for glare
emanating from the luminaire
are obvious – the light
distrubtion from the panels is
even, with little spotting from
the surface of the product”

Dr Gareth John, Photometric and Optical Testing
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 INTERVIEW 3M’s Brad Zinke talks
about reflective polymers p47
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Photometric Testing is
an independent lighting
test laboratory that
specialises in the
photometric assessment of LEDs, luminaires, lamps and
displays. Photometric Testing has invested in the latest,
state-of-the-art photometric, spectroradiometric and
goniophotometric equipment to ensure that its measurements
are accurate, repeatable and conform to the latest
international lighting standards. Do you have a luminaire that
you think might be appropriate for Photometry Focus? If so,
contact Dr John: gareth.john@photometrictesting.co.uk

luminous area so it can’t differentiate between an even luminous
area and one made up of individual LEDs, even though the bare
LEDs will have much higher glare.
New development

If you are designing a luminaire with LEDs, it is clear you
need to find a way to diffuse the light without sacrificing
performance more than you need to. In practice, I find that
street-light manufacturers don’t tend to worry about this too
much – perhaps because the mounting height of street lights
means glare is less of a worry. Those who make interior lights,
however, almost always use diffusers to spread the light and
avoid glare. This was the approach I had most often seen in my
laboratory, until recently, when the MHA Lighting LightStar
range arrived.
MHA has moved away from diffuser technology and instead
come up with the innovative solution of using acrylic rods to
manipulate the light. The LEDs are encapsulated in pairs at
each end of the rod, facing backwards and forwards, with each
product in the range having four or five of these rods. This
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THE LABORATORY

Far and wide MHA Lighting’s LightStar 205 performed well in the testing
undertaken to ascertain its illuminance levels at a variety of distances

creates a pleasant, even light distribution, not unlike a T8 array
but with the obvious advantages of LEDs.
Clear advantages

The use of clear acrylic rods means the designers can get away
with using fewer LEDs than with a diffuser-led approach, which
has clear benefits for cost, heat sinking and hence efficacy. The
consequences for glare are obvious – the light distribution
from the panels is even, with little spotting from the surface
of the product. Figure 1 is an image taken from our calibrated
photometric camera, showing a two-rod, CAT 2 replacement.
You can see the even light output and high luminance from a
simple set up of just two LEDs at the end of each rod.
MHA supplies these fittings with an operating current of
between 100mA and 320mA and, as such, can offer this fixture
set anywhere between 15–121W. For this article, I decided to
focus on the LightStar 205, a low-mid-bay application luminaire
and one of MHA’s most commonly requested product variants.
In this case, the current of the LEDs has been set to 286mA for a
total input power of 108W.
Let’s check out the results (Table 1). As we can see, the
figures come out very well indeed, with an impressive total
light output and an efficacy above 100 lm/W. The polar plot
showed an excellent match with the form factor of a traditional
T8 panel while the cone diagram (pictured above) showed an
illuminance of 183 lux at a mounting height of 5m – easily
enough for most applications.
MHA has demonstrated an approach to LED lighting that is
both innovative and interesting and sure to pay dividends. 

TABLE 1. LIGHTSTAR 205 SPECIFICATION

Figure 1 False colour luminance image of the LightStar 205’s acrylic rod and LED luminaire
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Total luminous flux (lm)
Input power (W)
Efficacy (lm/W)
Power factor
Correlated colour temperature (K)
Colour rendering index (Ra)

11,603.5
108.0
107.4
0.96
5,500
75
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